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Accident damages Soviet atomic reactor
MOSCOW (AP) - The Soviet Union
said yesterday that a nuclear accident
damaged an atomic reactor at the
Chernobyl power plant in the Ukraine,
and Sweden reported radiation north of
Stockholm, more than 750 miles away.
The official news agency, Tass, said
people affected were being aided, but
did not say whether there were injuries
or deaths, when the accident occurred,
nor the exact location of the plant.
Tass said it was the first nuclear
accident in the Soviet Union and that a
government commission was appointed, an indication that it was se-

rious.
Lars Erik de Geer of Sweden's Defense Research Agency said: "It must
have been a relatively big accident,
since we have received such high levels of radiation from so far away."
Finland reported picking up increased radiation Sunday night, but
neither it nor Sweden said the levels
were dangerous. Denmark also was
recording Increased levels, indicating
radiation had blown from the Ukraine
over much of Scandinavia without
warning.
Birgifta Dahl, Sweden's energy min-

ister, said the Soviets were asked for
an extensive report and added: "They
should Immediately have warned us."
SHE SAID initial inquiries drew the
response that Soviet officials were not
aware of a radiation leak, but she said
the questions probably led to the unusual Soviet confirmation of the accident.
"We must demand higher safety
standards in the Soviet Union," she
said, adding that Sweden may insist
that the Soviet civil nuclear program
be overseen by the International
Atomic Energy Agency, a U.N.

Libyans
planned
2nd hit

by Caroline Langer
staff reporter

The induction of Kelly McCoy and Jeff Slater as
president and vice president of Undergraduate
Student Government did not mark a starting over,
but a continuation of USG goals.
"There was increased creadibility, awareness,
and input to USG. We can't stop here, we are not
starting over next year,
we are carrying on,' said
Michael McGreevey,
USG president, before
turning his office over to ,

ANKARA, Turkey (AP) Employees of Libya's embassy
supplied hand grenades with
which two Libyans planned to
attack a U.S. military officers'
club in Ankara during a wedding
y, a prosecutor said yester-

McCoy.

. _,

,

Fun-filled Weekend

•
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A jubilant Lorie Yurek, Junior financing and marketing major, raises her hand in victory (above), while Annette Losey,
sophomore psychology major, pushes at the anchor spot as they win their first heat at the Beta 500 races last Saturday.
(Below) Jack Zimmerman hoses down the elephants in the Memorial Hail parking lot. Jack is a member of the Royal
Hanneford Circus that was in town over the weekend. (See story, page 4.) He cares for the elephants and leopards, and
performs with the leopards.
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'

"We addressed rele■■ ,~
vant issues. We made ^a^^l t -^
some mistakes, but we
learned from those mistakes/' McGreevey said.
McCoy was swom-in at
the end of the meeting Kelly McCoy
and adjourned the proceedings. McCoy said she plans to pursue many of
the issues introduced during the McGreevey administration.
Those issues included the banning of smoking in
the library, registration problems for business
classes and increasing operators in Factline.
O See USG, page 5.

Weekend
peaceful
Despite the warm weather and the increased
number of students at parties around Bowling
Green, city police reported few problems and
arrests this past weekend.
Police had reports of 36 loud party /music complaints on Friday, Saturday and Sunday, only two
of which resulted in citations under the city's noise
control ordinance, said Bowling Green Chief of
Police Galen Ash.
Twelve of the noise complaints were connected
with music from Springfest, police reports stated,
while three were connected with the East Merry
Mania'party.

Authorities have said two Libyans were seen loitering 45
yards from the club the evening
of April 18, three days after U.S.
air raids on Libya. They ran
when police ordered them to
halt, tossing away a bag containing six hand grenades. Another team of police caught
them nearby.
0

The U.S. officers' club in this
NATO-member nation was filled
with about 100 people attending
a wedding. Just one of the Soviet-manufactured grenades
could have killed or injured half
of them, Coskun said.

County jail
escapee
recaptured
A Kindlay man escaped from
Bowling Green Municipal Court
Friday morning but was back in
y later that afternoon in
Wood County Jail.
Michael Ricci, 21, scheduled
to be arraigned Friday morning
on a charge of carrying a concealed weapon, escaped through
the ceiling of the restroom, said
Bowling Green Lt. William Fox.
After leaving his prisoner's
coveralls in the attic ofthe building, Ricci came down in the city
street department which shares
the same building with the
court, Fox said.
Ricci was picked up by the
Hancock County Sheriff's Department walking toward Findlay near Van Buren.
The concealed weapons
charge and the escape charge
are both third-degree felonies.
Ricci will be arraigned next
week for both charges.

04 WASHINGTON, Jim McKenzie of
the the Union of Concerned Scientists,
an anti-nuclear group, said the information he had "indicates probably a
core meltdown."
□ See Leak, page 3.

New CJSG
president
inducted

U.S. officer's
club chosen
as next target

he grenades were br
into Turkey undercover of (
matic immunity, Ulku Cc
told The Associated Press in an
interview. He would not elaborate, but said Ali Zeyyani, Libyan consul in Istanbul, knew of
the plan.
Two Libyans identified as Ali
Ecefli Ramadan and Recep
Muhtar Rohoma Tarhuni, both
30, were captured April 18 near
the officers' club in the residential district of Gaziosmanpasa and questioned for nine
days.
They were arrested formally
Sunday and. charged with conspiracy to kill a group of people
and illegally bringing weapons
into the country.
Coskun, who is deputy prosecutor for state security, said
conviction on the charges could
mean prison terms of 12 to 20
years.

Union, "although in other countries
similar incidents have occurred more
than once."
Tass mentioned the 1979 accident at
Three Mile Island in Pennsylvania, the
worst accident at a U.S. commercial
nuclear plant. No deaths resulted
there.

agency.
white House spokesman Edward
Djereiian said: "It must be very serious if the Soviets talk about it."
Soviet media seldom report natural
disasters or accidents unless injuries
and damage are widespread.
The first, brief Tass announcement
did not give details beyond saying,
"Measures are being undertaken to
eliminate the consequences of the accident. Aid is being given to those affected."
A subsequent Tass report called it
the first such accident in the Soviet
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THE MOST common arrest this weekend was
for open container violations. Police charged 26
people with the offense off-campus, and 11 people
on-campus.
Most of those charged will be in Bowling Green
Municipal Court tomorrow morning. Others will
appear next Monday.
Eleven people were charged with littering over
the weekend, while only three were charged with
disorderly conduct.
A Conrail official reported a group of 150 to 200
persons threw beer bottles at a train Friday at
9:25 p.m. beside the tracks near the old Heinz
factory.
Ash said extra patrolman were on duty this
weekend because of Springfest and other parties.
Campus police are also investigating a fire set
to a couch and two chairs in the Rodgers courtyard Saturday.

Elections board dismisses charge
by Mike Amburgcy
staff reporter

The Wood County Board of Elections
has denied a request by fifth district
Congressional Republican primary candidate Mark McGory to remove his Republican opponent Gerald Buchman from
the primary, said Dave Schlffer, campaign manager for McGory.
McGory claims nine of Buchman's
nominating petitions were fraudently drafted, Schlffer said.
Schiffer said that during a three-week
investigation, McGory's office discov-

ered that cumpaign organizers of the
National DemocraBc Policy Committee
approached a Bowling Green woman,
and she signed her name on nine petitions.
THE ORGANIZERS, who the woman
said were from Pittsburgh, circulated the
petitions and obtained signatures, SchifFersaid.
Under Ohio law, a petition circulator
must witness each signature, Schiffer
said. In addition, he said the Ohio NDPC
organizers needed a registered Wood
County voter to circulate tbepetitions.
The National Democratic Policy Com-

mittee is a right-wing conservative group
employing liberal economic policies in its
platform. Lyndon LaRouche heads the
organization.
Although Buchman is registered in the
May 6 primary as a Republican, he has
admitted his affiliation with the LaRouche/NDPC organization, Schiffer said.
Assistant County Prosecutor Tim
Brown, whose office is legal counsel for
the Wood County Board of Elections, said
bis office is investigating McGory's
claim of fraud.
He said no legal action will be taken
against Buchman's candidacy in the pri-

mary because the filing deadline for such
action was March 3.
"Our office is investigating the fraud
claim to see if any criminal action will be
taken," Brown said, "if any action will be
taken at all."
He said whether criminal action will be
taken depends on Jie results of the investigation.
Buchman said be had spoken with
Betty Montgomery, Wood County prosecutor, and said he doubted any legal
action would be taken. He also said he
was "not too worried" about the situation.

Editorial
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Blowing smoke
TTivervone appreciates the opportunity of choice.
CjAna many people, including Cleveland Mayor
George Voinovich, believe that taking away the
choice of business to require or not to require nonsmoking working areas would be a grave mistake.
The issue of clean air has again gained national
attention, with major cities such as Cincinnati,
Denver and San Francisco passing laws requiring
clean air zones in work and public places. Bars,
taverns and private clubs are often exempted from
these rulings.
Faced with the issue of passing similar legislation in Cleveland, Voinovich snuffed out the idea,
saying he doesn't believe the government should be
in the business of indoor air pollution control.
His comment was supported by some council
members, private businesses and the lobbying
power of the Tobacco Institute.
What those people who value choice don't realize
is many people had to give up their freedom of
choice, long before clean air laws were an issue.
These people were (and still are) the nonsmokers
who were forced to share workplaces, restaurants,
buses and airplanes with smokers. They had no
choice but to breathe the clouds of what has come to
be called "second-hand smoke." Many doctors say
this smoke is more harmful than the first-hand
smoke smokers breathe.
Whether or not second-hand smoke is more
harmful, the bottom line remains that many nonsmokers do not appreciate having to breathe it.
The cities which have passed clean air legislation
should be commended, while Voinovich and his
supporters should be educated.
According to James Neff, a columnist for the
Plain Dealer, a random telephone survey of 810
Ohio adults shows that "77 percent believe smoking
in public places should be restricted." In addition,
71 percent support a law that would require employers to set aside zones of clean air at work.
By enacting such a law in a city that has a
reputation as a "smokestack city, could not only
upgrade its image, but provide an incentive for
other major cities and smaller towns to follow."

The seniors gripe
by Christine Turner
The end of the semester is in
sight, which guarantees the arrival of a few things: sun bathers
at Mac Beach, bicycles and a
senior gripe column in The BG
News. Each year, one senior
always writes an article for the
editorial page about all the
things the University has done to
him or her during his or her
collegiate career.
After some consideration, it
seemed to this writer that there
must be more than one senior
with a complaint.
So, with thanks to the seniors
who offered their rants and
raves, here it is. The names
have been omitted to protect
those without diploma in hand.
Computer Services: One senior marketing major claims
that the computer systems are
down frequently, causing him a
lot of legwork with little reward.
"When I ask a question, I get
sent to four different offices to
find a working computer, then
get sent back to the first office
where I started," he said.
Parking: Most seniors surveyed had nasty words for this
necessary service, some calling
it the University's biggest
money maker while others suggested less-than-polite uses for
the little green envelopes. Parking Services' Cushman carts
were unanimously voted Most
Annoying Vehicle on Campus.
Sprinkler systems: Is it really
necessary to water the grass in
the rain? Or at 3 a.m. outside the
windows of once-sleeping students? Or in October when the
grass is supposed to be dying?
The "just another number"
syndrome: One public relations

major hopes that she will be able
to dust off her name and use it
once again in the outside world.
During her stay, the use of numbers confused her records.
"The Registrar's office
claimed I didn't exist as a person, but somehow the Bursar's
office felt it was all right to send
me a bill," she said.
Weekend maids: Operating
under the assumption that college students don't know what
weekend mornings are, the University hires male students to
clean the women's restrooms on
Saturdays and Sundays. Never
mind the fact that some college
students are rumored to work
weekend mornings to get
through school. They wouldn't
want to take a shower anyway.
President Paul Olscamp:
What does he really look like?
The last time this writer saw a
picture of Olscamp, he was
strolling through campus last
summer wearing a beanie. What
should we presume from that?
Campus Mail: Also known as
"Ohio's Bermuda Triangle."
Somewhere on campus there
must be a room filled with all the
love letters, Sohio bills and
checks from home that we never
got.
This column was never Intended to be a comprehensive
list. Rather, this column can be
a catalyst, designed to help seniors get complaints out in the
open so that they may enter (in
alphabetical order) into graduation ceremonies purged of all
(well, some) hostilities toward
our alma mater.
Turner is a senior public relations major from Blacklick.
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LaRouche, lawyers, and drugs
'Drug-pushing' reporters should ask him about this inside track
by Mike Royko
One of the favorite themes of
the LaRouchies is that they hate
drug pushers. They rant about
drugs and vow to chase the
pushers with tanks. They accuse
everyone from the queen of England to reporters of being part
of an international drug ring.
So, let me tell you an amusing
little story about the LaRouchites and drug pushers.
A few years ago, people from
an organization that called itself
the National Anti-Drug Coalition
began turning up at airports, at
PTA meetings, ringing doorbells
and in other places.
They talked about the evils of
drug use and bow they were a
national organizaton that was
fighting it.
With millions of worried parents in this country, it's not
difficult to find a receptive audience when you talk about being
against drugs.
Nor is it hard to get people to
contribute to such a crusade.
But there were those who became curious about precisely
what the National Anti-Drug Coalition was and where the money
they were collecting was going.
The curious included reporters, the office of the Illinois
Attorney General, and officials
of several Chicago suburbs
where the organization was soliciting funds.
A little snooping disclosed that
the National Anti-Drug Coalition
was lust another front group for
Lyndon LaRouche, the cult
leader and former Marxist.
It also was found that the
organization wasn't complying
with the state laws requiring
fund-raisers to show how much
money they've taken in and
what's being done with it.
The purpose of these laws is to
prevent people like LaRouche
from conning the innocent into
thinking that they're giving
their money to a worthy cause,
when they are helping finance
LaRouche's bizarre political
ambitions.

When these disclosures were
made, the LaRouchites responded with one of their favorite tactics - the counter-attack.
They went into Federal Court
and sued everybody who was
after them.
Oh, it was a huge suit filled
with accusations that they were
the victims of sinister conspiracies and high-level persecution.
Tbey sued the Illinois attorney
general and several of his assistants for checking out their finances; a newspaper and a
reporter who wrote about them;
seven suburbs that had tola
them to stop soliciting money,
and the B'nai B'rith, which had
blown the whistle on their antiSemitism.
Unfortunately for the LaRouchites, a judge was not impressed. He found most of the
lawsuit was nonsense and a lot
of it was incoherent and irrelevant, which can be said about
most of the LaRouchites.
But something else occurred
that was even more embarrass-

ing to the LaRouchites.
The LaRouchites' lawyer in
this case was a man named
Victor Ciardelli.
And it turned out that Ciardelli
was truly an expert in drug
pushing.
It seems while he was involved with the National AntiDrug Coalition, he was also helping launder money from a major
drug-smuggling operation operated in the South and Southwest
United States.
It was a huge deal, involving
dozens of smugglers, millions of
dollars, tons of marijuana and
mounds of cocaine.
Ciardelli's job was to filter the
profits through foreign banks for
the smugglers.
The feds finally nailed the
ring, indicting more than 40 people. Ciardelli, no dummy, cooperated with the prosecutors. He
got a year in jail and five years
of probation.
So, what we had was a remarkable pairing: The LaRou-

chites posing as anti-drug
crusaders to raise money, while
being represented by a lawyer
who was part of a major drug
ring himself.
And most of the LaRouchites
on TV. still mouthing off about
how they hate drug pushers,
were part of that odd coupling.
As an example, there is Janice
Hart, the shrill young woman
who won an Illinois primary.
Last week, Hart appeared in
court on charges of harassing a
clergyman. I won't try to explain why she harassed nim. It's
too nutty.
But Hart didn't have her original lawyer in court.
That's because her original
lawyer in this case was Ciardelli, who can't represent anyone where he's at.
So, the next time Hart starts
yelling about drugs and calling
reporters drug pushers, somebody sould ask her what makes
her an expert. Her lawyer?
Royko is a columnist for the
Chicago Tribune

HORWm&RAlW RIV5RA IS ABOUT TO 0P6rJ
LWPON UROUCHe'S BRAIN,,,

Nobody blinked; who's crazy now?
by Gregg Richardson
Something profound is happening in the United States,
something that has to do with
our character and self-identity as a people, and I sometimes wonder whether
anybody even realizes what is
going on.
Two weeks ago, a world
figure who has been uttering
inflammatory curses and
threats against his enemies
around the globe almost daily
for several years now, planted bombs in a suburban
neighborhood that exploded
in the middle of the night,
blowing dozens of men,
women and children to pieces
as they slept in their beds.
After publicly taking credit
for this attack, he threatened
to do it again and again, without regret.
Knowing President Reagan's oft-expressed loathing
for terrorism, one might have
expected him to stand up and

Respond
Ibe BG News editorial
page is your campus forum.
Letters to the editor should
be a maximum of 200-300
words in length and should be
typewritten, double spaced,
and signed. Address or OCMB
number, and telephone number, must be included, although telephone numbers
will not be published.
Columns may be longer,
although a length of 600-700
words is preferred. These
should also be typewritten
and doublfrspaced. University students writing columns
must provide class rank, major, and hometown.
The News reserves the
right to reject any material
that is offensive, malicious or
libelous. All submissions are
subject to condensation.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial editor
The BG News
214 Weit Hall

condemn such an atrocity. It
would have been a bit of an
awkward speech, though,
even for Reagan, because he
was the one who did it.
Nobody blinked.
That evening, after the attack (which was carefully
timed to coincide with the 6o'clock news), the president
made another one of those
smooth, reasonable speeches
in which be spoke vaguely of
"surgical strikes" and "minimal collateral damage," and
expressed his warm regard
for the Libyan people. In case
you're not sure what "collateral damage" is, here is Cap
Weinberger's own definition
from the Jan. 11 New York
Times: "(C)ollateral damage
is the euphemism for how
many women and children
you kill in the attempt"
We have drifted so easily
into this kind of thinking that
we are no longer aware of
what we are becoming. In
Khadafy, we recognize a
crazy man. He is brutal and

BLOOM COUNTY

ruthless and he makes bizarre statements and cuts up
cows on television. It is very
hard to know how to respond
effectively to such a person.
But listen to what we have
been subjected to virtually
every day for the past five
years. Are these the carefully-reasoned words of a
world statesman? "Mad
dog," "leftist thugs," "evil
empire," "totalitarian dungeon," "Terror, Inc.," "Looney Tunes," "we begin
bombing in five minutes" and
"... having seen Rambo last
night, now I know what to
do." That's crazy stuff.
And nobody blinks.
If our humane and democratic values mean anything
to us, we can't stoop to this
kind of behavior, no matter
what Khadafy or anyone else
does.
But there is growing evidence that our government
and its intellectual spokespersons are abandoning any pretense to humane and

democratic values.'Here is
William F. Buckley discussing the Philippines in the
March 14 National Review:
"Democracy, in its currently
accepted, fanatical application (one man, one vote) is
nothing more than a Western
superstition
we have imperial (italics mine) responsibilities in the Western Pacific
that have nothing whatever to
do with civic progress in that
country."
That's not exactly what I
learned in civics class. And
how are we to meet those
"responsibilities"? It is
stated in a different context,
to be sure, but the principle is
the same. Ronald Reagan last
week completed the equation: "(Hjlstory is Uttered
with the remains of regimes
that underestimated the will
of the United States."
And still, nobody blinks.
Welcome to Terror, Inc.
Richardson is a reference
librarian at the University's
Science Library.

by Berke Breathed

mi.vKU.smr
stmvmam.

BLOOM COUNTY

by Berke Breathed
7

Local
Leak
Q Continued from page 1.
McKenzie said he drew the
conclusion from being told by
Swedish reporters that radioactive iodine and cesium were
present and radiating at five to
10 times the natural levels.
"There must have been quite a
release of radioactivity," he
said.
Asked about the core meltdown statement, Prank Graham, vice president of the
Atomic Industrial Forum for
International Affairs, said, "We
don't know enough to say.*'
Bo Holmquist, a senior regional Swedish government official responsible for the
Forsmark nuclear power plant
north of Stockholm, which detected the radiation, told The
Associated Press: "The source
of the leak is somewhere to the
east of us and to the east of
Finland, if you know what I
mean."
In New York, Eugene Gantzhorn, an analyst at the office of
the Atomic Industrial Forum, a
VS. industry group of utilities
and suppliers, said the Chernobyl plant is located at a new
town called Pripyat near Chernobyl.
The plant consists of four
1,000-megawatt reactors of identical design constructed in 1977,
1978,198?. and 1963. He said it is a
light-water cooled, graphitemoderated design not used in
the United States.
Gantzhorn said it was not
known if any of the four Soviet
reactors had a containment
structure like the steel and concrete surrounding key components of all U.S. plants,
including the reactor.
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Uptown music format gets progressive
by Jill Monoc
reporter

Thanks to one University
coed, students visiting Uptown
have an alternative.
Instead of being limited to a
"Top 40" sound to dance to, Lisa
Lasarenko, Junior photography
productions major, provides students with a different sound as
she hosts Uptown's "Progressive Night" on Tuesday nights
from 9 p.m. to 2 a.m.
Lasarenko said people have
stereotypes in mind when they
think of progressive music.
"People are afraid of the word
"progressive,' "shesaid. "They
think it's New Wave, but it's not.
It's Just new music, usually British or from New York, that you
can dance to."
Lasarenko said she has been
Interested in progressive music
for a long time.
"I always liked to dance, and
(progressive music) was an alternative to the same old music." she said.
''If people would put away
their stereotypes, they would
like rprogressive music," she
said. 'A Tot of what I play will be
played on the radio six months
from now. For instance, people
love 'Rock Me Amadeus.' Well,
six months ago, I would have
played that as progressive music."
LASARENKO SAID she received her job running Progressive Night By writing a letter to
Uptown.
"Uptown tried to do a New

Wave night and I wrote them a
letter that basically said, 'You
have some good ideas, but it
could be better,' " she said.
So Uptown hired Lasarenko
four weeks ago to start a Progressive Night. She and disc
jockey Matt Shanahan run the
lights and keep the new music
playing.
Lasarenko said she chooses
which new music to play from
many sources. To get ideas for
the show, Lasarenko said she
looks through dance journals,
New York magazines and the
College Music Journal, which
lists the songs college radio stations play.
Other Ideas for her new music
come from visits to New York
and Chicago and her brother's
band.
"My brother is in a band with
Chris Ocasek. whose father is
Ric Ocasek of The Cars. I hear
about a lot of new music through
them," she said.
Lasarenko said the response
to Progressive Night has been
positive.
"The people really enjoy
themselves - they don't come to
get drunk. They come to dance
and hear the music," she said.
"We already have a few regulars and some people come from
Detroit and Toledo for Progressive Night. A lot of people just
want to dance to different music - they get tired of the normal
stuff."
Lasarenko said she also
"dresses up" Uptown with props
each Tuesday.

Ideal 75th Anniversary Souvenir
Why are the letters "No" carved on the underside of the stone bench behind Moseley Hall?
A. Because a girl means what she says
B. "NO" was carved on all construction done by
FDR's National Organization
C. Once part of the stone facade on University Hall
D. Carved_by members of Nu Omega fraternity

BG News/Jim Youll

Lisa Lasarenko
"We put up different paintings
and last week we set up a mannequin. This week well probably use the mannequin again
and maybe some toys or some-

thing. We want to keep things
fun for everyone," she said.
Although Lasarenko is a photography productions major,

CAMPUS ESCORT liiVAL E. 372-836Q.

Total Liquidation Sale!
Everything must go!
up to
90% off

Seasons & Styles
Available on-campus at the University Bookstore. Little Shop-Union, or call 352-8095

she said she is thinking about
using this experience and past
•experience from working at a
radio station to open a nightclub
someday.

/

123 S. Main

"

Mon., Thurs., Fri. 10 a.m.-9 p.m.
Tues., W«d., Sat. 10 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Sun. 12-5 p.m.

— WE'RE CONTINUING OUR —

INVENTORY
372-2343
3rd floor, Union

BLOWOUT

UAO FALL EVENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

3
5
7
8-12
15-19
20

UAO Organizational Meeting
Welcome Back Mixer
A one day trip to CEDAR POINT
Plant Sale
Print Sale
FALL FEST

Upcoming films for Fall '86:
Rocky IV
The Color Purpl<
Jewel o\ the Nil
White Nights
Down & Out in Beverly Hills
UAO hopes everyone has a
safe and happy summer

• SEE YOU IN THE FALL! •

M
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Anderson Arena
becomes weekend
three-ring circus
by Melissa McGIUIvray
staff reporter

With the greatest of ease, he
back-flipped somersaults from
one galloping horse to another.
In the same show, he can make
elephants dance.
Mark Karoly performed his
trick-riding, animal-training
techniques for a child-dominated crowd in Anderson Arena
Sunday. Karoly and his riders
are a favorite act in the Royal
Hannef ord Circus.
like many circus people, the
28-year-old Karoly has been performing in similar shows all his
life.
"I was born into it," he said.
"My family came to this country
with Ringhng in '56. They're all
retired now, out I'm still at it."
Karoly started out doing acrobatics with a comedian. Now he
owns his own animal act and
continues to use comedy, dressing as a clown during his trickridine routine.
"I Found that people enjoy the
act more as a comedy act," he
said. "They don't expect as
much from me as a clown and
then I surprise them."
As a clown, Karoly trampolines onto trotting horses, performs acrobatic feats on them
and then falls off the horse and
drags behind it holding its tail.
WHEN KAROLY loses his hat
during a trick, a circus hand
throws him the hat from several
feet away and he catches it on
his head. Among other stunts,
this is a favorite with the audience.
"There's a lot of variety," he

Banquet
to honor
student
leaders
by Caroline Langer
staff reporter

said. "That's what makes the
act a success. People really enjoy it."
Because his act is popular.
Karoly said he makes a good
living.
"When the show clicks good,
it's like a charge, and I get paid
for that charge," he said.
Karolv estimated he earns
about $90,000 a year for about
200 shows.
If the salary seems high, it
may seem even higher considering Karoly only worked one
day last week - the day of the
show.
"When you've been doing this
for so long, you don't really need
to practice, he said. "Besides,
it's too hard on the horses."

Student leaders will receive
recognition for the work they
put into their organizations at
a reception tonight.
The student leaders will get
"a little food, a Little punch,
and people saying nice things
about them," said Vicki Sherman, admistrative assistant
of Student Activities and
Orientation.
More than 600 invitations to
the Student Leadership Reception were sent to presidents, vice presidents,
secretaries and treasurers of
the 173 campus organizations,
Sherman said.

THE ONLY time he practices
is when he is in a slump or has to
break in a new horse, tie said.
"The horses can make you or
break you," he said. For this
reason, Karoly said he keeps his
animals healthy.
"All our horses are clean and
fat," he said. "A lot of (circus)
people don't take care of their
animals."
Karoly also takes care of himself. Despite his dangerous
stunts, he has never been seriously injured.
"I've had bumps and bruises
but nothing where they had to
carry me away," he said.
"The act part's the easy part.
It's the moving it all over that's
tough," he said.
But Karoly said performing
the act makes up for the inconvenience.
"Doing the show is like a reward," he said.

There will be an address by
former USG President, Michael McGreevey, and
speeches by Mary Edmonds,
vice president of Student Affairs, and Steven Ludd, associate professor of pre-law and
political science, she said. A
vocalist will also provide entertainment.
The more than 100 students
who replied will be receiving
certificates of recognition,
she said.
THE RECEPTION is a cooperative effort between the
office of Student Activities
and Orientation and the Undergraduate Student Government, Sherman said.

BG News/Jim YouU
One of the performers in Karoly'J troupe performs horseback in Anderson Arena Sunday.

Meadowview Courts
Apartments
Housing Openings for 1986-67 School Year
Furnished efficiency
$225.00
Landlord pays gas heat
shared electric
Two bedroom furnished
$270.00
plus gas 8 electric

One bdrm. furnished
$270.00
All utilities paid

Two bdrm. unfurnished
$265.00
plus gas S electric

All residents have the privilege of using The Cherrywood
Health Spa located at ff* and High St.
Check out our low Summer Rate*.

352-1195

214 Napoleon Rd.

SHORT
Now, choose the eye color
that's just right for you.

PIZZA
GEOMETRY

Formuie for tha area o* ■ pizza:
tepie(')' Plana oaomatry lor plain

Ask us about Natural T int soft
contact lenses by Bausch&Lomb.
Whan you want to change your natural ey» color, liven up
your eyes with NaturalTint soft contact lenses. Available
In crystal blue. aqua, jade and sable, they'll help you look
your best while improving your vision. Of course, the only
way to find out how good you'll look is to try on a pair
of NaturalTint lenses for yourself. Call us today for an
appointment.

^:::

Formula lor Rooky Rococo Pan
Style Pizza: V^Xalr)' h.
Whan v=bvpa vobjmaa ol pizza
patttaotty
rethk* cruat.chawy on tha outaUa, orunchy on tha inaWe Saucy,
aptcy. tomatoay tomato aauc*
Lotaa mozzaraai ohaaaa Your
choioa of tha flnaat maat and vagatabta toppmga. Chaaay, aaucy,
chewy, orunchy. Tha hafght o*
pizza pariactton
Rocky Rococo Part Style Pizza
Pla. Soad oaomatry for aoad pizza
ptaaaura A whole naw dknanaton in
Cleat d*»m*es*d ^^^

•Contact SpecialsB 8 L Natural Tint Contacts
75.00
B S L Extended Wear Contacts
'59.00
Perma Flex Extended-Wear Contacts
"89.00
Daily Wear Soft Lenses
*34.00
Professional Fees & Sterilization Extra
Eyes Examined by Dr. S. Shift, O.D.

Burlington Optical Inc.
UU l> <NMHr, lie*" «■■. ■■■*! •'»■ M»-MM
lfftS S. ReynoMs U.. Toledo Mi-2020
3153 SylvanloAv..,Tolooo 472-1113

.

Rocky jv Rococo

Happy Hours R & F 5-9
... FREE DELIVERY Phone: 352-4600

$2.00 OFF any Large or
$1.00 OFF any Medium or Small
whole pen style pizza
Valid only at: 176 E. Wooster
Limit one coupon per pizza
Void with other specials
Offer expires: 8/23/86
Rocky (,5V Rococo

"We are hoping to make it a
tradition," Sherman said.
"We are a little low budget
this year, we are hoping to
expand."

□p

American Heart
Association

<$^3L THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
figSSB
is proud to announce the 1985-86
*~SL
PHI BETA KAPPA INITIATES
Antonia Ayala
Bonnie Berlani
William Blausey
Heidi Brinkman
Pamela Conway
Craig Cowie
Theresa Cranny
Sheila Croucher
Carolyn Czerny
Pamela Dear
Darlene Deitrick
Lori Dreyei
Kerry Ferguson
Helen Fronce
Kristy Golden
Lorie Gottwald
Linda Halvorsen
Donald Hilty
Laura Hites

Lynne Howard
Herri Klmble
Beverly Koch
Gayle Kubik
Diane Lauber
Julie Long
Theresa Mazzaferri
Craig Miller
Debra Nowak
Christine Reed
Michael Rudd
Robert Schoeni
Eugene Torisky
Diane Weaver
Brenda Wilhelm
Kristte Wright
Rosalie Zeller
Todd Zvalgzne

NEWLOVE
MANAGEMENT
Choose your Summer
Apartment NOW!!!
* 1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
* Apartments, houses,
duplexes
• Bargain rates
• Very close to campus
* Summer Leases Available
• Student Consumer Union
Lease

328 8. MAIN

352-5620
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USG
D Continued from page 1.
Some programs USG instituted were the "I'm Driving
Club," which promotes responsible drinking and a Student
Rights Forum where students.
University administration and
city administration discussed
issues arising from off-campus
parties.

Management program
growing, director says

"ITS BEEN a very positive
year," McGreevey said.
Twelve representatives were
also sworn in.
USG celebrated its final meeting by congratulating the new
administration and thanking everyone for the year's work.
The work included passing a
new version of a resolution concerning financial aid.
The original resolution, which
supported the Higher Education
Reauthorization Act, was tabled
for the third time last week. It
remained tabled because some
members of the general assembly did not agree with all aspects
of the act.
The new resolution does not
support the act in its entirety,
but agrees with its attempt to
make the federal governmemt
"focus its attention on issues of
higher education financing
and.. .to set funding goals that
coincide with the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Deficit Reduction
law."
The resolution passed unanimously with one abstention. It
was drafted by McCoy and Tim
Brown, senator-at-large, who
opposed the former resolution.

by Beth Murphy
reporter

Also, within the next two or three years, his goal
is to have 200 students enrolled in junior-and
senior-level classes.
Years of experience in lodging and food services
have given him a strong background and increased interest in the field, he said.

Hospitality management majors are a rare
breed at the University, but the director of the
program plans to see more of them when his
organization, one of the newest academic majors,
continues.
"We're starting from ground zero," said Carl
Riegel, former associate professor at the Univerity of Guelph, Canada's only food and hotel administration school. He came to Bowling Green in
January to guide operations that began in April
1985, stressing the need to "control quality and do
it right from the start."
There are only about 130 four-year hospitality
management programs in the country and even
fewer individuals, between 15 to 20, who hold
doctorate degrees in the field.

RIEGEL STARTED in his parents' hotel,
worked over three years for Ramada Inn in desk
clerk and management postions and for Host
International, now a division of Marriott, which
was then the largest airport concessionaire in the
United States. Rising from coffee shop supervisor
to food and beverage manager for St. Louis
Airport took a lot of determination, he said.
He said he remembers working 60 - 70 hours per
week in a profession vastly different from the one
he originally sought.
"I never had any intentions of going into the
business. Actually, I wanted to be an anthropologist," be said.

RIEGEL SAID Bowling Green's business college is very respected as an accredited member of
the American Association of Collegiate Schools of
Business and a good site for this new department.
"I have a lot of hopes for the program. We began
with 60 students and we're up to about 85 now,"
Riegel said. "I would like to work with colleagues
and students here to make Bowling Green a school
of national prominence in the next five years."

Experience is one of the factors Riegel said he
considers most important for hospitality management majors. Each student is required to complete 800 hours of outside on-the-job training to
prepare for his or her career.
"Grades aren't the whole thing. It's grades and
work experience," he said.
Riegel earned a bachelor's degree in sociology
from St. Louis University in Missouri, a master's
in management from Webster University in St.
Louis and a doctorate in hospitality management
from Penn State.

Building a strong undergraduate program and
promoting relationships with industry professionals and organizations are two specific points he
wants to incorporate into the planning.

NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER
2 Bedroom Apartments
$500 for. the Summer
E. Merry Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
Field Manor Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments

BG News/Jacquic Pearson

Carl Riegel

The KEY.
ToOrderWinning
your 1986 Yearbook
and you automatically qualify to win:

1 Bedroom Apartments
$400 for the Summer

Efficiencies
$300 for the Summer
* Tennants pay utilities at some locations

GREENBRIAR INC.
224 E. Wooster St.
352-0717

1st Prize: 10-speed bicycle
Cook's, 1094 N. Main, B.G.

WINTHROP TERRACE
APARTMENTS

m

NOW RENTING FOR
SUMMER AND FALL OCCUPANCY
KEEP COOL FOR THE SUMMER

At Finder's Records & Tapes |
128 N. Main, B.G.

3rd Prize:
$25.°°
Gift Certificate

— Free Air Conditioning
— Two Pools
— All utilities paid for
all new summer only
leases

'•■"^0:

at Aspen Grill & Cafe
107 State St., B.G.
7F»
k
• DRAWING: Wed., April 30, 5 p.m. •
ORDER NOW at the KEY Office *
28 West Hall 1:30-4:30 p.m. M-F
or call 372-8086

Summer Rates ^—^ ^
1 Bedroom
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
2 Bedrooms/2 Baths

$200.00/month
$275.00/month
$300.0d/month

Locations at Palmar Ava., Napoleon Rd., S. Summit St.
• Heat, Water, Cable, and Trash Removal all included
• On site management
• Full-time maintenance
• Swimming pools at all locations

*New for Fall i*'™
N

2nd Prize:
$100.°°
Gift Certificate

STUDENT EXPRESS T0KENS

PROVIDED FOR TENANTS

Office: 400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135
9-6 Weekdays, Sat. 10-3
eves by appointment

OR

BG News Office
214 West Hall 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. M-F|
or call 372-2601

-0RiMail the coupon below to 28 West Hall and be entered automatically!
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1986 KEY Now!
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my ya«book to:

Elsewhere
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Nidal's terrorists
admit killing man
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) Abu Nidal's terrorist group
claimed yesterday that its
men killed a British tourist in
Jerusalem in revenge for the
U.S. air raids on Libya two
weeks ago.
The United States blames
the Palestinian leader for the
Dec. 27 massacres at the
Rome and Vienna airports, in
which 20 people were killed,
and accuses Libyan leader
Moammar Khadafy of harboring him.
A typewritten statement
delivered to a Western news
agency in Moslem west Beirut claimed that Paul Appleby, 28, of Bristol, England,
was on a spy mission Sunday
when gunmen of Abu Nidal's
Fatah-Revolutionary Council
shot him down.
In another development,
the Lebanese Foreign Ministry said the Netherlands
was closing its embassy in
Moslem west Beirut because
of the wave of kidnappings
and murders since the American raids April IS on Tripoli
and Benghazi. All Dutch nationals are to be evacuated

from the Moslem sector.
Appleby, who carried a Bible In his knapsack, was shot
once in the back of the head
with a small-caliber pistol
near the Garden Tomb, a
Christian holy shrine on the
hilltop Protestants believe is
the site of Christ's crucifixion
and burial.
"THE MONZER Kadry
squad that operates in the
Jerusalem district has carried out the death sentence
against Briton Paul Appleby
in the heart of Jerusalem
while he was on an intelligence mission disguised behind a false (tourist)
pretense," said the terrorist
statement, which was in Arabic.
Palestinian sources in Beirut said Kadry probably was
an Abu Nidal follower killed
in action, but they had no
specific information about
him.
According to the statement,
Appleby's murder was "retaliation for the complicity of
the Thatcher government in
the U.S. imperialist aggression on Libya."

State hopes area will help center Male defector returns to USSR
BATAVIA, Ohio (AP) - State
administrators who took over a
trouble-plagued home for the
mentally retarded on Dec. 1 say
they hope community involvement will help straighten out the
operation.
Two lawsuits were filed
against two previous, private
operators of the Southwest Ohio
Developmental Center.
During the first month of state
supervision In December, a
Hamersville man was indicted
for involuntary manslaughter in
the death of a 31-year-old retarded resident of the center.
The defendant awaits an Aug. 11
trial in Clermont County Common Pleas Court.

John Santose, the state's director of the Southwest Ohio
center, says he is concerned
with present affairs.
•Tin the new kid," be said. "I
don't dwell on the past"
But Ohio Highway Patrol personnel serve as a daily reminder
of the past, by maintaining an
investigative office at the center.
Pending lawsuits allege that
retarded residents of the facility
were sexually abused, neglected
or needlessly drugged for purposes of restraining them.
SANTOSE WAS appointed less
than three months ago to manage the center.

MOSCOW (AP) - A Soviet defector who jumped ship as a
young sailor and spent 20 years
working for Radio Liberty
turned up in Moscow yesterday
and claimed the U.S.-financed
station is run by the CIA.
Soviet news media and officials have repeatedly denounced
Radio Liberty and Radio Free
Europe, both of which broadcast
into the Eastern bloc, as CIA
operations designed to turn Soviet citizens against their government.
During a news conference
lasting more than ltt hours.
Oleg Tumanov said he "wanted
to take my future into my own
hands," but otherwise shed no

ron why he disappeared In
ich, West Germany, two
months ago and returned home.
Other defectors who returned
claimed they were kidnapped by
Western intelligence agents and
forced into anti-Soviet activity,
but Tumanov said in an opening
statement that he abandoned his
country of his own free will.
Tumanov, 41, said he knew at
least four employees at the Munich-based station who were CIA
agents.
HE APPEARED nervous and
he refused to answer at least six
questions from reporters about
why and when he decided to
return.

Neighbors aid distraught farmer Soviet's confession retracted
PRINCETON, Mass. (AP)Residents rallied around a computer engineer-turned-farmer
whose apparent depression over
hard times triggered what police say was a suicide attempt
and a three-town chase that
ended when be rammed a
cruiser and threatened officers.
Authorities said James EdenKilgour became distraught over
the weekend because be had no
feed left for his cows.
"I mink It's burnout more
than anything else," said Chris
Antonio, who lives next door to
Eden-Kilcour.'That guy was
going night and day."
Eden-Kilgour, 44, appeared
briefly in Clinton District Court

~h

yesterday, where a judge entered an innocent plea for him
and ordered a psychiatrist to
determine if be was fit to face
the variety of assault charges.
Meanwhile, neighbors helped
Eden-Kilgour's wife feed and
milk their 30 cows and clean
their barn.
"There isn't anything bad to
say about these people. They
lust had a few bad breaks," said
Maxine Plumridge, who runs an
inn where Mrs. Eden-Kilgour
once worked.
ANTONIO SAID the Eden-Kil!ours moved to Princeton about
5 years ago.

LOS ANGELES (AP) - A Soviet woman who retracted her
confession to spying, told jurors
in Richard Miller's espionage
trial yesterday she was beaten
bloody by Soviet agents who
branded her "an American
whore."
Svetlana Ogorodnikov, testifying for a fourth day in the trial of
her former FBI lover, said she
didn't tell Soviet agents about
Miller during her trip to the
Soviet Union in June 1984 even
though their affair had begun
the month before.
She said she spoke only of
John Hunt, the agent who she
said had been her previous
lover.

Ogorodnikov gave a sometimes puzzling account of her
meetings with a KGB agent
named Anatoly in a Moscow
hotel.
"I cannot remember exactly
what happened," she said hesitantly, ''but they took me to the
militia, and they beat me up."
Asked for further explanation
by U.S. District Judge David
Kenyon, Ogorodnikov said:
"They put me on some kind of
bed. One policeman was sitting
on me and holding my hands,
and the other one grabbed my
hair, and they were hitting my
head on the wall. I was all in
blood.

8TAN 8TF.RNERS ORIGINAL BIG "SWING" BAND SOUNDS
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• The band that played the recent BGSU Ball

Appearing at the DAVIS DC RANCH BALLROOM
PERRY8BURG, OHIO, 1/2 MILE SOUTH 1-475 on OLD RT '25
FRIDAY, NAY 2 - DANCING 8 P.M. to 12 P.M.

c al

Tuesday Spe j ^f

V &£*<n.94*

THIS IS A FULL 16-MEMBER BIG BAND THAT PLAYS THE
POWERFUL DRIVING ARRANGEMENTS OF THE ORIGINAL
BIG SWING BANDS. ITS THE REAL THING

TICKETS $5 each at the DOOR

One Day Only

Spring Skirts
Entire Stock

1/4 off
Tues. Eve. open till 9:00 pm

3L525PoJL
PJf
Ridge St.

, For info call 874-1951-^.
lExp. 5/10/86 tl

()ui-of print materials should not be
regarded as unobtainable.
Kinko's Publishing Group's Copyright
Permissions and Reprint Services allow
professors access and use of out-ofprint books and journals.

kinko's

Haircut

I Hours
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■
■

$6

closed on Mondays
T, W, TH, • 9:30 - 6:30
Fri. - 9:30 - 7:00
Sat. - 9:30 - 4:00

Reg. $10
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THE "Where
HAIR
REPAIR
quality comes first"

325 E. Wooitir SI.
(Across from Taco Bell)

NEW LOCATION! 118 S. Enterprise

354-3977

Mac-Visa

44

CASH BAR. FOOO SMACKS AVAILABLE StKjLES NX. THAM WaCOME

JUST BECAUSE ITS OUT OF PRINT
DOESN'T MEAN ITS HISTORY
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I
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2 houses south of Taco Bell expires 5-10-861
Lois

Leah

WEED OUT" YOUR
USED BOOKS
FOR

352-2566

Suzie

:
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Valid University

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

I.D. required

April 28 thru May 9

8:00 a.m. to 5 p.m.
9:00 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Mon.-Fri.
Saturday

Take advantage of Wood
Cable's Prereglstratlon Plan
so you don't miss a minute of
Wood Cable's great television
entertainment next semester
When you return your converter
and pay any outstanding service
charges at the end of this
semester, ask about Wood
Cable's new Prereglstratlon
Plan, if you qualify, you're
eligible for priority installation
next term.
Stop by our convenient
downtown office for details
about Wood Cable's Prereglstration Plan.

118 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
359-8494
9 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday
9 a m.-1g noon Saturday

national Savings Time
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Miwa blanks Zips on one-hitter
Loses perfect
game in seventh
by Tom SkernMu
sports reporter

The only thing that looked
fiercer than the black thunderheads passing ominously
over the city yesterday was the
presence of Bowling Green
pitcher Vicki Miwa.
Just ask any Akron Zip hitter,
with the exception of dream-miner Debbie Firth.
Firth's infield single in the top
of the sevent'h ended Miwa's bid
for a perfect game in the Falcon's 4-0 victory over Akron
yesterday at BG's Softball Complex. Those same clouds won the
nightcap of the doubleheader
after rain postponed the game
with the two teams deadlocked
at 2-2 in the eighth inning.
For six innings of the first
game, Miwa looked unstoppable. Eighteen Zip' hitters in a
row stepped to the plate to face
Miwa and 18 hitters returned to
the bench empty handed.
An excellent variety of pitches
offered by Miwa and superb
defense behind her made the
game of a lifetime look inevitable.
But Firth, who played with
both hands taped, ended the
suspense with a ground ball
deep in the hole at short. BG
shortstop Sandy Krebs stretched
far to her right to make the play,
but the throw to first baseman
Cindi Williams came a second
too late.
Miwa, who retired the next
three batters for her 12th victory

of the season, took the lost nohitter in stride.
"IT WAS a good hit. She
(Firth) earned it." Miwa said.
"I threw a knuckle ball and she
just barely got a hold of it.
The shutout was Miwa's seventh of the season, dropping her
earned run average to below the
0.50 mark. The one-hitter was
her second of the month and also
the second she has lost in the
final inning.
Miwa's bid for a no-hitter on
Apr. 7 against Michigan State
with two outs in the seventh also
went down the drain, but the
freshman said the nail-biters
weren't even on her mind when
she takes her place on the
mound.
"I really didn't have a clue
what was going on," Miwa said.
"I was just concentrating on
finishing the game."
The game could have ended
much closer if not for the outstanding defense displayed by
several Falcons.
Amy Iienhardt's chase of a
wind-blown drive to deep center
in the second inning concluded
with a leap Julius Erving would
be proud of and a glove full of
white.
Cindi Williams showed her
versatility at first base with two
inning-ending plays. Williams
stabbed a snot down the first
base line to end the third inning
and, after catching an errant
throw from Krebs at short, spun
to tag out the Zip runner in the
D See Softball, page 9.

Bowling Green's Lynn Baerwaldt scores on Renee Vance's wild pitch in
the second inning of yesterday's second game of a doubleheader
against Akron. The game ended in a 2-2 tie in the eighth inning when

Rain wins in 10 innings
Bowling Green's and Ohio Northern's baseball team battled 10 innings through rain and
strong winds for an 11-11 tie before the game
was cancelled due to darkness at Steller Field
yesterday.
The Falcons jumped to a 6-0 lead after four
innings, but the Polar Bears erupted for five
runs In the fifth inning, highlighted by a Ron
Robe grand-slam home run off BG starter Todd
Noffke.
Mike Bundy hit a solo homer for ONU in the
top of the seventh, but the Falcons' Kevin Ward
answered with a solo shot of his own in the
bottom half of the inning. In the eighth inning
ONU scored four runs to take a 10-7 lead, with

Mike Ramsey nailing a triple to knock in two
runs.
The teams had to sit through a hour-and-sixminute rain delay, but the Falcon scored two
runs in the bottom of the eighth on run-scoring
singles by Joe Mueller and Ken Ospelt to make
the score 10-9.
Rohe doubled a run home in the top of the
ninth, but BG battled back and with two outs,
scored a pair of runs when shortstop Larry
Hiser bubbled Dave O'Kresik's grounder.
Play was stopped in the top of the 10th.
BG travels to Toledo for a doubleheader today
at 1 p.m.

McClure readies for draft
From staff and wire reports

Bowling Green quarterback
Brian McClure played golf all
day yesterday because I'm so
nervous I can't do anything else
but play golf."
McClure is tense because his
future will be decided today in
New York at the National Football League draft. Someone else
will decide where they will work
and how much they will earn.
"Right now I'm kind of up in
the air," said McClure, a 6-foot-

Women lose to Miami, OU
by Matt Winkel]ohn
sports reporter

The Bowling Green women's
tennis team dropped to 0-5 in the
Mid-American Conference last
weekend, losing a pair of
matches at home to Miami and
Ohio University.
Saturday, the lady netters fell
to the Bobcats 7-2 with the
team's only points coming in
doubles competition. Coach
June Stack juggled the doubles
lineup last week. The move
brought the Falcons their only
points of the weekend.
Co-captains Lyn Brooks and
Korey Kerscher combined at the
number one spot to overwhelm
the Bobcats' Polly Gray and
Traci Keenan 8-1, 8-1. Kerscher
said she is comfortable with the
switch.
"Things went very well Saturday. Even though that was only
our second time playing together this spring, things went
well," Kerscher said. "With another week of practice and next
weekend's matches, I think we'll
have a good chance in the MAC
tournament."
Maryanne Kowalski had been
Brooks' partner before switching positions with Kerscher. Saturday, she teamed with
sophomore Lynda Wick at number two doubles to defeat OU's
Cheryl Prominski and Kathy
Maroscher 7-6 (7-2 tiebreaker),
6-2 to round out the scoring for
BG.
THE WIN was significant because Wick and Kowalski play
singles-oriented tennis. This
makes them unlikely doubles
partners. Wick, who last week
was unhappy with the switch,
was pleased with Saturday's results.
"I think they're (the doubles
wins) positive for us. They've
come at a good time with the
MAC just around the corner."
Wick said. "Our (Wick and
Kowalski's) success might have
come as a surprise, but I think it

worked because we're working
so hard. This is the last move we
could have made."
Other than the netters' doubles success. Stack said
Kowalski played her best tennis
of the year and freshman Paula
Pocock also played well.
The loss, however, was the
ninth in a row for the Falcons.
Stack was surprised by the lopsided score.

"I had hoped we might salvage that match, but it didn't
workd out that way." Stack said.
"However, there is something
good in everything. These girls
nave tremendous will. Don't
give up on us yet; you know who
won the race between the tortoise and the hare."
On Friday, the Falcons'
match with the Miami Redskins
was delayed for more than four
hours because of a transporta-

BG News/Joe Phelan
rain halted play, but not after the Falcons defeated the Zip's in the
first game 4-0 on Vicki Miwa's one-hitter.

tion problem. Miami's team van
broke down near Lima on the
way to Bowling Green. With all
BG vans unavailable, the
Redskins had to wait for another
to be sent from Oxford. The
match was then played at the
Shadow Valley Tennis Club in
Toledo.
The hare won this one as any
problems caused by the broken
van were overcome in the form
of a 9-0 win by the Redskins.

Falcons' Lyn Brooks reaches for a ball In doubles action while partner Korey Kersher watches. The newlyformed duo won their match, one of just two wins for BG. The netters dropped a pair to Miami and Ohio.

6, 225-pound Falconstandout between rounds of golf yesterday.
"I have no indication of where
I'm going or (in what round). I
am one big
question
mark.
"It's who
needs what
and when.
It's not
where I want
to go or what
offense I

thinklfitinto -pse

best."
McClure is the only four-time
first-team all-Mid-American
Conference selection ever. Yet
he is expected to go in the middle rounds, behind Big Ten signal-callers such as Jim Everett
of Purdue, Chuck Long of Iowa
and Jack Trudeau of Illinois.
Cleveland Browns scout Dave
Beckman said it's hard to tell
what round McClure will be
drafted.
"Nobody can really tell unless
□ See Draft page 8.
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ninth in relays
by Dennis Cisco
sports reporter

The Bowling Green Falcon women's track team did something last weekend that they didn't do last year - score points in
the Becky Boone Relays.
BG tallied 14 points and finished ninth out of 19 teams in the
relay meet in Richmond, KY last weekend.
Eastern Kentucky won the event with 177 points, followed by
Ohio State with 137 points. Mid American Conference teams
Eastern Michigan and Miami took third and fourth place
respectively with 72% and 60 points.
"Not everyone brought a full squad, but those four top teams
did," Falcon coach Lee LaBadie said. "But those squads have
really good teams anyway."
While most of the Falcons were scoring points at the Becky
Boone Relays, one runner traveled and placed at the Penn
Relays, that being Sara Collas.
CoUas did at the meet what she has been doing all season breaking records. The senior established yet another school
record by rebreaking her own mark in the 5,000 meter run
taking a fourth place with a time of 16:26.2. Her time at the Penn
Relays was a second and a half faster than her old record she set
a couple of weeks ago.
AMY WARNER picked up the best finish for the Lady Falcons
at the Boone Relays taking a second place in the high jump.
Warner posted an effort of 5-feet-9%, setting a personal record
as well as placing her third on the BG women s all-time high
jump list.
Two relay teams took a pair of fifth place finishes for BG. The
4 x 100 meter relay team of Melissa Cole, Grace Lindsey, Pam
Dillon and Karen Rudolph ran a time of 48.6. The 4 x 800 relay
squad of Suzie Deters, Ingrid Amato, Karyn Arko and Rachelle
Curran finished with a time of 9:19.79.
The Falcons also scored points in three other events. Sandy
Sprunger took sixth place in the javelin throw with a toss of 40.60
meters. The sprint medley relay team of Cheryl Landin,
Rudolph, Lindsey and Ann Lamura grabbed a sixth place with a
time of 4:11.9. Kathy Kubicki also recorded a sixth place in the
10,000 meters with a personal record run of 37:55.67.
Other BG runners with top 10 finishes included Allison
Brewton. tied for seventh in the high jump at 5-5, and Lindsey,
seventh in the 400 dash at 57.92.
With the MAC race at Miami is less than three weeks away
(May 15-17), LaBadie thinks the Falcons will be ready. He picks
Miami, Western Michigan and Eastern Michigan for the top
three places. He tabs the next three spots to be a close race
between Central Michigan, Ball State and BG.
"I don't think the top three will be catchable. but the point
spreads for fourth, fifth and sixth will be very close," he said.
''But you never know. This is Just how it looks on paper.
"We are really pleased with our performances and we think
we can be very competitive with the other teams," LaBadie
added.
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Men netters drop
two to 0(1, Miami
by Matt Wlnkeljohn
sports reporter
Winning on the road is crucial
to the long term success of any
sports team. As obvious as this
is, it's also easier said than
done; especially when the other
teams are very good.
The Bowling Green men's tennis team found things difficult
away from home last weekend
as they dropped Mid-American
Conference matches to Miami
University and Ohio University.
Falcon coach Bob Gill said BG
was simply overmatched.
"We got ripped by two very
good teams last weekend. We
just played two teams that were
better than us," Gill said. "If we
were at home, we might have
picked up one more point in both
matches, but it wouldn't have
been enough to make a significant difference."
On Saturday, BG lost 7-2 at
OU. Freshman Andy Sallee won
at number five singles, topping
the Bobcats' Dan Trevaf 6-1,6-2.
With the win, Sallee moved his
overall mark to 12-11.
THE OTHER Falcon win
came from the number three
doubles team of Mark Tinnemeyer and Kurt Hammerschmidt. The two combined to
outlast OU's Sam Walsh and
John Knezevich 3-6, 6-3,7-5. The
two now sport a MAC record of
3-2.
The MAC tournament begins
one week from Thursday at the
University of Toledo. Hammerschmidt is confident he and
Tinnemeyer can upset some
people in the Glass City.
"If Mark and I put our games
together, we can surprise some
people at the MAC, the freshman said. "Especially if the top
teams think they can beat us
easily. We played well in both
our losses."

Those losses came to Ball
State and Miami, the top two
teams in the league.
On Saturday, the two teams
went head-to-head in Oxford.
Miami won the first through
fourth singles matches before
Ball State came back to win the
last two and sweep the doubles
matches. The 5-4 victory leaves
the Cardinals in first place with
a 54 MAC mark while the
Redskins are in second at 4-1.
On Friday, BG was in Oxford,
to challenge Miami. After the
Redskins finished an 8-1 drubbing of the Falcons, Gill was
oddly skeptical of Miami.

"We got ripped by
two very good teams
last weekend. We just
played two teams that
were better than us."
— Bob Gill
"They are still potentially as
strong as I thought they would
be, but they're not playing all
that well/ Gill said. "They
weren't as far out in front of the
rest of the league as I thought
they would be.
THE ONE beacon of light in
an otherwise cloudy Falcon picture was number six singles
player Ken Bruce. With a 4-6,63, 7-5 marathon win over Miami's Todd Ward, he moved his
MAC record to 3-2. Gill said
Bruce is among the MAC's best
at his position.
"That win really helped solidify his chances for the MAC. He
now has a good chance at being
seeded in the top four in the
league at the tournament."
BG is now 1-4 in MAC play and
13-10 overall.
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DRINKING AGE 21?
Do you realize that the drinking
age will soon be 21? When you
"The Alternative Bar"
on campus. Sponsored by BACCHUS.
Boost Alcohol Consciousness Concerning the Health of University Students.
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by Tom Reed
sports editor
Even though Daylight Savings Time has
returned, the sun seems to be setting
quicker than ever on the baseball teams'
Mid-American Conference title hopes.
last weekend, Bowling Green dropped
three of four games to Central Michigan in
Mount Pleasant. Mich.
Saturday, Bowling Green won the opener
9-8 in eight innings before losing the night
cap 5-1. Friday, the Falcons were stymied
by CMU's pitching in two lopsided losses, 7-0
and 8-1.
The weekend series left BG's record at 1817 overall and 7-9 in the MAC. The Chippewas own a 12-3 conference mark, a naif
game behind Kent State which has a 13-3
record.
"It's going to be tough to win the league,
but we'll take it one game at a time," coach
Ed Platzer said. "We're going to have to
keeping winning and we wul also need some
help from other teams. We can't just give

The Chips reached Falcon starter Scott
Taylor for seven runs in the first two innings. Mitch Bonn made it 6-0 with a grand
slam in the second inning.
However, after surviving the opening two
frames, Taylor regained his composure and
registerd a strong performance.
"Scott did a good job," Platzer said. "He
got roughed up pretty good, but he hung in
While Taylor began to settle down, the
Falcon offense perked up. BG got three
straight singles from Tim Hatem, Greg
Lashuk and Joe Mueller to spark a five-run
rally.
The Falcons then excerised their flair for
the dramatic by tying the games with RBI's
from Dave O'Kresick and Todd Dues.
In the top of the eighth, BG capped its
comeback when freshman Steve Hoover
lofted a sacrifice fly to left field to score
Jamie Reiser.
The much-maligned bullpen then came,
through as Eric Moraw squelched CMU
batters in the bottom of the inning to up his
record to 5-1. The Falcons bullpen entered
the series with a 7.03 ERA.
Though BG received a strong pitching
effort in the waning innings of Saturday's
first game, the CMU staff performed brilliantly all weekend.
"They (the Chips) have got great pitching, some of the best I've seen," Platzer

Purchase any 12" or 16"
Superb cheese plsza only... ■

4
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JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
521 E. Merry (near the Towers)
2 BR—Furnished
707 & 711 Third St.
1 BR—Unfurnished
Furnished
713 & 719 Third St.
1 BR—Furnished
723 & 727 Third St.
1 BR—Furnished
Unfurnished
831 Seventh St.
2 BR—Furnished
840-850 Sixth St.
2 BR—Furnished
2 Baths
Forest Apts.—S. College and Napoleon
2 BR—Furnished
449 S. Enterprise
1 BR—Only Stove and Refrig. furnished
455 S. Enterprise
1 BR—Only Stove and Refrig. furnished

John Newlove Real Estate
For more details, call
354-2260 or 352-6553

said. That Doug Notch and John Tapani
were the best we faced all year and that
includes non-league opponents like Miami of
Florida."
IN SATURDAY'S night cap, Tapani, 4-1.
scattered five Falcon nits and struck out
seven batters in CMU's 5-1 triumph. Catcher
Ron Zurek provided BG's lone tally with an
RBI single m the second inning.
Friday, Notch, 4-1, yielded just four hits
and fanned six Falcons in the Chips 7-0
shutout.
BG's Chuck Steward, 3-4. also had a topNotch outing as he allowed just seven hits.
But Platzer said the Chips received some
timely hitting.
Andy Rohn did a majority of the damage
by plating two runs in the third frame with a
single, and two more in the fifth with a home
Bonn closed the scoring by belting a tworun blast in the sixth.
"They didn't get a lot of hits Friday, but
when they hit the ball they made it count."
Platzer said.
In Friday's second contest, Doug Fisher
and Larry Lamphere swatted homers to
pace CMU to an 8-1 win.
Winner Tim McDonald, 4-1, struck out six
and limited BG to six hits. The Falcons
ruined McDonald's shutout in the last inning
when Zurek lashed a double and Hatem
followed with an RBI single.

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■'■■■■.■■■■■■■a Draft
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Additional Items $1°°

Apartments Available for
Summer and Fall

BG News/ Joe Phelan
Epperty. Rain canceled yesterday's game at Stellar Field with both teams
tied 1111 in the 10th inning.

Sun setting on baseballers

THE FALCONS displayed this never-saydie attitude in Saturday's first game against
the Chips. BG erased CMU's seven-run,
second-inning lead to post a 9-8 victory.
"I was very proud of our team Saturday,"
Platzer said. 'That just shows you that this
team never gives up."

return in the fall, look for
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Bowling Green pinch runner Dave Roberts reaches for first base
before Ohio Northern's Ron Rohe catches the throw from pitcher Jim

Bowling Green 352-1539

A degree
of caring.
For people who care about peopleteachers, counselors, health and human
services professionals—Northeastern University has a special place where you can
obtain the knowledge and skills needed
to help others. Boston-Bouve College of
Human Development Professions.
You can reach out and further your
career with Master Degree programs
that include:
Master of Education
• Counseling
• Consulting Teacher of Reading
• Curriculum and Instruction
• Educational Research
• Human Development
• Rehabilitation
• Special Education
Master of Science
• Counseling Psychology
• Physical Education
• Physical Therapy
• Recreation Management
• Speech-Language Pathology &
Audiology
Doctoral and non-degree certification
programs are also available.
For more information and a free catalog,
call (617) 437-2708 or write to Boston• Northeastern IntwsHy Bouve College at the address below.

BOSTON
BOUVE

Graduate School, Boston-Bouve College of Human Development Professions
107 DockserHall.Northeastern University, 360 Huntington fee. Boston, MA 02115
NorttoMttm Uoiv»rv» it *n vqtMl opportunity/**** m«1 <« Action KtuctfKOTjl mttitulio" and rmpioyef

.. Continued from page 7.
you have a crystal ball," Beckman said. "But Brian can go
higher than most people think if
a team has him rated higher.
"Without a doubt he's proved
hehas the talent," he said. "It all
depends where some team have
him rated."
Beckman also said Falcon
wide receivers Stan Hunter,
Greg Meehan and Joe Boxley
could get drafted.
"They all have the talent to
play in the NFL," Beckman
said. "They are three fine receivers."
Ohio State's Thomas "Pepper" Johnson spent the day at
his mother's home in Detroit,
killing time while waiting for

draft day.
"I've been out in the front
yard just kicking a ball around
with a friend of mine. It keeps
my mind off (the draft) a little
bit/' Johnson said.
The 6-fooW, 250-pound Johnson said he has been told by
scouts that he could be chosen
late in the first round or early in
the second.
Johnson's former roommate
at Ohio State, tailback Keith
Byars, most likely will be selected long before that.
Byars, a 6-foot-2, 244-pound
Dayton native, was the college
game's premier back a year
ago, but that all came crashing
down when he broke the fifth
metatarsal of his right foot.

PIZZA

BROTHERS, inc.

1^1

352-8408
KM FREE DELIVERY

"What Good Pizza Eatin's
All About!"
— — —COUPON —— —-- f———COUPON-——

"TRaftSB"'
4-10 p.m.
All-You-Can-Eot Buffet ■
All-You-Con-Drlnk Pop I
ONLY

3. 99

Akwfi-} nrMM of Mtan flno and I
«*•/ of Wdowr Pino on out bufftt. Coll
obMd tor out Mtt! mono.

1-Sm-ICMS.I.d.
i _ Garlic Bread &
o _ PaDi|

i'5. 50

Rofl. $6 60

I MHiCouxn

836 S. MAIN ST.
BOWLING GREEN
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Men's track team
finishes strong
by Dennis Cisco
sports reporter

The Bowling Green men's track team posted some top finishes as
well as gain some valuable experience at two relay meets last
weekend.
Nine Falcons traveled to the highly-competitive Perm Relays,
while other team members went to the Baldwin Wallace Invitational.
"Overall, our performances weren't exceptional, but we gained a
lot of experience," head coach Tom Wright said. "Besides Jay
Yuhas and Tom Franek. everyone else is an underclassmen."
Chris Plescia gave BG its best finish at the Perm Relays taking a
fifth place in the discus event with a throw of 167-feet-4 in the
championship section.
Senior Tom Franek grabbed a sixth place in the championship
section of the steeplechase with his second best time of the year at
9:59.0.
Teams from all over the country participated in the Perm Relays.
Most of the events were divided into two sections - college and
championship.
Other competitors at the big relay meet for BG who failed to
qualify included Doug Bitler, discus throw of 150-4; the distance
medley relay team of Scott Wargo, Neal Mclntyre, Yuhas and Dave
Mora ran a time of 9:59.9; the sprint medley relay team of Yuhas,
John Austin, Mclntyre and Wargo ran a time of 3:28.1; and the 3,200
meter relay team of Wargo, Yuhas, Mora and Todd Nichols ran a
time of 7:47.2.
WARGO DREW praise from Wright because he ran for a sick
Nichols in the sprint medley relay.
"I was really proud of Scott (Wargo) because he wasn't supposed
to run in the spruit and he came through," Wright said. "He Just did
a yeoman's Job."
Assistant coach Sid Sink took several members to the 17-field, nonscoring Baldwin Walace Invitational and the Falcons came through
with two individual victories.
BG captured the first four places in the 10,000 run. Mike McKenna
Srabbed first place with a tune of 31:31.9 outdistancing teammate
ohn Hickman, who ran the event in 31:48.7. Both freshmen qualified
for the Junior National track meet in Maryland in June for athletes
19-and-under.
Tood Bierley and Dan Butchko finished third and fourth respectively with times of 32:04.9 and 32:37.2.
Randy Schmidt took the other first place for the Falcons winning
the 110 high hurdles with a time of 14.5. Bill Brower finished fifth in
the event running a 15.5.

Women golfers fourth
Bowling Green's womens'
golf team overcame a tough
week of practice to finish
fourth at the Penn State Invitational this weekend.
"I'm pleased with our performance because we didn't
have much of a chance to
prepare for the tournament,"
Falcon coach Greg Nye said.
"We had some unfortunate
weather (snow) in Bowling
Green last week which made
it tough."
BG tallied a 636 in the ten-

Softball
a Continued from page 7.
fifth.
MlWA WASTED no time in
giving much of the credit to her
teammates.
' 'The team really helps me out
a lot," Miwa said. "There were
no errors today. We have our
good days and our bad days. It's
a mixture, but today we played
very well.
BG wasted no time on offense,
scoring three runs in the first
inning off Akron starter Renee
Vance.
Laura Silverstein, who walked
to start the game, scored on
Krebs single - the only hit of the
inning. Lienhardt and Krebs
later scored minutes later on

team field to finish behind
Longwood College (608), PSU
(616), and James Madison
(634). Trailing the Falcons
were Rutgers, Hartford,
Dartmouth, Amherst, and
Yale.
The Falcons were led by
Claire Batista who fired a 160.
She was followed by Sandy
Ensmingera. Laura Broadbent, and Allison Andrews all
of whom had 161. Geralyn
Repasky tallied a 182.
two of Akron's four errors in the
first game.
Silverstein's single in the
fourth knocked in Kris Rossi to
concluded the game's scoring.
With a 2-0 lead entering the
seventh in the second game, BG
pitcher Mary Kay Bryan and the
Falcons looked as though they
would beat the Zip's as well as
the forthcoming showers lurking
on the horizon.
But BG lost both battles as UA
rallied for two runs in the seventh and torrential rains struck
before the Falcons come to bat
in the eighth.
BG, now 24-18, finish its home
season and non-conference play
in a doubleheader against Dayton tomorrow at 3 p.m.

V

-LIGHTNING GRILL
A major new downtown full service restaurant operated by the owners
of the Real Seafood Company ai Portside are now interviewing to fill
200 job openings for the following positions for both day A evening shifts
Line Cooks/Prep Cooks/Porters/Dishwashers
Dining Room Waitstaff/Host/Hostesses
Bartenders/Bus People
r.xtellrni starling pis
Applications being accepted between the hours of
3:00-7:00 p.m. Mon-Sat at
Portside reslltal Marketplace

Toledo. Ohio

no phone calls please
EQUII Opponunuv Lmplmct

Linksters not surprising anyone
by Jeff McSherry
sports reporter

Bowling Green's men's golf
team surprised many teams
early this season with its solid
play and strong finishes, but the
Falcons' image has changed.
The solid outings have continued and the BG golfers are no
longer a "surprise". They have
proven they are no fluke.
"We are having an excellent
spring and I think a large part of
success is due to team unity,"
BG coach Greg Nye said.
"We've taken a team that
wasn't supposed to do very well
and we've ended up doing some
damage out there.
Tournaments yesterday and
this weekend were prime examples of Just how tough the Falcon
linksters can be.
At the Barney Francis Memorial Invitational yesterday,
hosted by the Unviersity of Toledo, BG finished second in an
eight-team field with a total of
398. UT won the tournament
with a team score of 392.
The Falcons were led by the
efforts of junior Will Brown who
fired a 73 to win the individual
title.
Nye was especially pleased
with Brown's performance because it has been nearly a year
since a BG golfer has won the
individual crown at a tourna-

ment.
"It was a pleasure to see Will
do so well," Nye said. "His short
game was superb and he's really
been working hard on improving
his game. It s great to see him
breaking through."
Others who contributed to the
Falcon finish were Pat Brown
(78), Hank Hale (80), Mike
Clarke (83), Eric Stacey (84),
and Greg Wallace (86).
While Nye was pleased with
yesterday's outing, he was even
more excited withthe BG golfers
performance this weekend.
The Falcons finished second in
the 10 team-field at the Kent
State Invitational. BG, who tallied a team-total of 1118, was
outdistanced by host KSU who
scored 1103.
"I'm very excited with second-place because we beat some
good teams," Nye said. "We set
our sights on winning because
we beat Kent State Last weekend, but they are one of the best
teams in the Midwest."
Barsantee led the Falcon
charge with a by firing 75-72-73
for a total of 220. His score left
him Just shy of winning the
individual title. Barsantee finished third behind KSU's Chuck
Crawford and UT's Dave Kortokrax both of whom fired 218.
"Week in, week out what
makes Rob tick is his ball striking ability - this weekend was

no exception," Nye said. "He's a
good driver-he hits the ball
solid and he hits the ball to
targets well."
The other Falcon golfers were
not far behind Barsantee. Guy
Newton tallied a 225, Clarke 226,
Wallace 228, and Brown and Dan
Connor 230.
Nye said the Falcons hope to

continue to play solid in their
three final tournaments which
he termed the "the biggest of the
year."
This weekend BG will travel to
Northern Illinois for the MidAmerican Conference Invitational, followed by the Northern
Intercollegiates and the MAC
championships.
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Urge 11tem Pizza
2 Cans of Pepsi

$6.50
352-3551

Expires 5-10-86

352-3551

"HOWARD'S
210 n. main

1
CRUCIAL DBC
\

presents

Finals week - Wednesday - Saturday

NO COVER

CELEBRATE PBRS

EXAM SPECIAL

Serenade your girl
with a love song
and balloons.
THE BALLOONMAN
352-6061

April 27 - May 1
May 4 ■ 8
STUDY AND RELAX IN THE PRIVACY OF YOUR OWN ROOM AT

Best Western Falcon Plaza Motel
(located across from Harshman Dorm)

$19.95 Per Night

Includes: • Continental Breakfast • FREE coffee—24 hours
• Early check In & Late check out • Advanced reservations required
• Present valid BGSU ID at check in

■

Loft Registration
for Fall & Spring

msPM

BG News, Jacquie Pearson
before he hits the hole. It is the first spring practice under new
coach "Moe" Ankney.

Bowling Green's Jeff Davis eyes an opening In the Falcons'
spring scrimmage Saturday. Greg Johnson (74) tries to grasp Davis

Semesters 86-87
Now to May 15

77II« tptclol It limited to sludtnti with valid BGSU ID': Students occupying th» occommodationt mutt
show IDs at chrck In. Non-ttudtntt an not aligibh lor Ihit special.

( all lot regisltatitin
form and list <>/ tales
352 3836,
9-5 N-F

ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN '86 WITH

Loft Construction /* j
«

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.

♦ lOtLWuintiUnu*
mail vow tort pavrwnt
hrfwr Mai ISth

Phone 352-9378
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THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.

i

And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse J
Corps. Thecaduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and J
career advancement are the rule,
_ not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

835 High St. — Rental Office
Localmd at Ch»rrywood Htalth Spa
9:00-4:30

Monday — Friday

Reduced Summer Rates
2-bdrm apt. a* low at $173/mo.
Features

HAVEN HOUSE
PIEDMONT — 8th & HIGH ST.
BIRCHWOOD PLACE — 650 SIXTH ST.
SMALL BLDGS. — MANVILLE BETWEEN
6th & 7th
707 SIXTH ST.
818 SEVENTH ST.

\
m

2 bedroom — carpeted & furnished
Gas heat — gas cooking
(Landlord pays gas)
Laundry areas in each building
Residents pay only electric
Lots of closet space
1 % bath

Special Features
All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa. A new facility which has
been built features the following:
• Hydro Spa Whirlpool
• Indoor Heated Pool

• Sun lamps
• Metos Sauna

• Shower Massage
• Complete Exercise Facilities ond Equipment

Other Rentals
Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm.
Furnished & Unfurnished
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Classifieds
CAMPUS A CITY EVENTS
ACM T-SMRTS *B M on sate al mt Apr!
Ml llexm Couray Deeajni Oat Yours Now'"'
SPRING CLEAN UP WEEK
April 28 -May 2
Help dean up your campua awry day
Pick up aoma Mar and Birow It away
Sponaorad by the University Improvement
Coaaaon
Student OrganlzaUon ol Social Wortara
I mw lorvght at 6 00 p m «i 105 Hayes Hal
lo rascuea preemxwy planning and ekvctXw ot
officers lor the 1068-87 school year II Inlaraatad. plaaas attand
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WTERNATIONAL STARS ON ICE
May 9 and 10-7:30 P.M
Fieearsaaj Sean HsiiMtn and oner Proteeaonel Skater* Al acketa reeerved and 18 at
>a> loe Arena Ticket OTOc* MON -FRI
11:30-1:30 and 4:304:30: Sal. 9 OO-Noon
Al Proceede Bonoan American Cancer Society

MM AdMananl Night
Wal dnnka - 50 cams
pechora Pachers-Ptichera
Music Oanca Videos
Josi the Tuw raght crowd at
MAM ST.
352-3703

Ch Ch.Ch
CHUNKS Of FUOOEIM
TMy dowara. ha. ha. ha. ha' THE Mont, (egad)
re. rs gONEI the amhaaay thai wool get
you out ol lei or bring you back lo Ma (don't
thoee people WORK*) Boat's looting (makv)
geta Ho port soon MISS YOU' SI I oeeOra"
Love, the Nuteea Queen

STUDENT PERSONNEL ASSN.
W«d January 28. 1986 7 30
303 Epcaar North
Now Mombora Walcomo
Topic The Job Saarch

CONGRATULATIONS 88 87 HSC 0FFICEFI8I
Laura flaal ■ a, a Jody Knapka Go-Ptee .
Patriot Baker ( Debbie Br*en Co vice Pre*.;
Beth Conatanane Sec . Enka Cowtaa Pubic
Flelanone. It's al « your hand* now' Have ■
SUPER yean Good Luck. Cindy 8 Sandy (Joined
kxever at tie rap)

See Europa 4 Earn 8 Moura ol Credit

DL (Sent.
I truly have rreeeed you dull keep In touchyouT never be replaced
Love. Susan

SUMMER STUDY PROGflAM IN FRANCE
Into moating wtgl Or Chenee CNttle
Tuesday, AprS 28. 1888. 8 30 p m
At the French House on Sorority Row

Dear Phi Pal's Larry. Sean. Dave, Mark "IT
DougB
Larry My anawerlng machine arl work long

FOUND MALE COLLEGE PJNG. 7TH FLOOR
LIBRARY
CALL MARK TO IDENTIFY
354-4104

Sean-Tha scandass ara over -lor now.
Dave I'm sura my mothor wallet you borrow the
country club card
Mark-See you al Hie point
Doug-An Alpha Oast would never aland you up
Love you al. the Princess

Loat 10'x 14" wtMa pearl frash Tom-Tom m
ceae Last seen 4 18 on top ol 1 at Itoor MueK
BuSrkng lockers $20 Reward No Queslxma
CM 352-5818

Intramural Forte* Fees Pleeee pick up your
lone" lee n the Intramural Office by May 2.
1888 Bring your receipt.

LOST A FOUND

LOST Denim lacket between Herahman and
KreeKher guoda Sat 4-18. REWARD Cal
Gregg 372-3188
Lost Gold edd-a-bead necklace (about 21
heeds 4) It round please cal 372 5675 Greet
sentimentel value
Loat In Hayes Hal. Tuesday, miniature tape
recorder Reward 372-2823. leave message
TO WHOMEVER STOLE MY GREEN
ACKPACK FROM UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE PLEASE RETURN NOTES TO
OCMB 708-NO QUESTIONS ASKED
DESPERATE'

LSAT, CPA. ORE. GMAT. MCAT
ACT. SAT. PSAT, NCLEX-RN
Don't compete with a Kaplan student,
be coal
CALL 382-8802 or 838-3701

PREGNANT? CONCERNS? Free pregnancy
Met Obiectrve Info Cat now 3S4-HOPE
(4873) Hours
M.Th. 10-Bpm: T.WFr
10-4 30 Set tOam-1 00

PERSONALS

Al Panama Jack starts, pants, beach towela.
and hats 25% 50% off Jeans N T Inge 531

MM
Bel Get. and Juae Wsaon.
Cong/atuarttona on your Alpha Sigma Phi
tavaaertng Now al you need la some red. red
wxe Love, the Me soses

TO THE LONE PALM MEN:
Dean Whoee curtains are you wearing today?
As* How'a your brbte studies going? Squid:
Dad your boat reeky run out ol gaa? Tarn
(alee Hans): Hare you been out back lately?
SHOO-WHEE. thents lor at trie memoriae, y el
are greet'!' From: tha sodel OVactor. Ota proMem chid. Janal. end MB
•
TO: MOM. GRAM, and THE KDS
Thanks for the great year and good ttmee Do
not forget PS, Scary Mary. Krymexx. Rodd
Stewart. Harold Hormone, roach, outlet)
strip poker, scary BQ man, the super diet.
Heart, and the utomate keg party it's o—n Die
Beat Time m America" Love ys si but we gotta
go, Laura and Joyce
Want to Mato $M. PVMM rtitm tr» rrountM
(tor haad l*k*n from my ■ptrtrrwnt. No quMttona ukod, no chargM prouod. Cal
354-4802 to arranga LMIM*

HAVtNQ A PARTY
order your peny subs NOW
horn OOenedettoe Sub Me Quick
Call 352-4443
Two loot combo feeds I
Four loot combo feeds 15

WANTED

Only
$12 00

1 Non-amoklng studious female roommate to
share one bedroom apaiuiieiil Summer '68
and-or lor 88-87 Cal 352-1878

M

Monday night-what a blast' At Brathaus I met a
Jr S I 2Whe1 a guy' He Strom DC What happened? You sard you'd eel me If sts mteteeled
Audra 372-1781
NANTUCKET: MARTHA'S VINEYARD LOOK
ING FOR ROOMMATE THIS SUMMER.
EITHER PLACE CALL 354-8508 SCOTT
Reggae Journeymen
Back for a amaed time only
Raata Mouse T-Sheia
SS-Cal Jim 352-8843

TYPING SERVICES for al types ol papers at
75-pg Idol sp). 80-pg lor dissertations
352-3887 from 8am 9pm

Abortion
Free Pregnancy Teat
Morning Alter Treatment
Center for Choice
161 N. Michigan
Tnmdo. Qhlo
1418) 255-7788

Earn Spedel 119 95 per night
Beat Weetem Falcon Paus Motel
Study 4 Relax In Privacy ol own room
Apr! 27 May 1 and May 4-8
Conenental Breakteal. tree coffee.
earty check m 4 late check out
Advance Reeerveoon. 352-4671
Present vasd BOSU 10 at check n

Bicycle Tune-Up Spec*

Purcel's
131 W. Wooater
352-8284

Portable Toast Rental 352-7318 A
parties and other occasions

RAPE
Don't lake any chances
Pleeee Oon t .a*
alona at night'

MISSY SNYDER. THE COW QUEEN OF
MASSU.ON. OHIO. IS NOW OFFERING COW
MILKING LESSONS SHE WILL ASLO BE GiV
ING ADVICE ON HOW TO HANDLE ANY
ANIMALISTIC BEHAVIOR (YES. EVEN HUMAN
BEHAVIOR). FOR FURTHER INFORMATION.
CALL MISSY AT 2-3813

LOST 24" gold chain and medium sued gold
croea Loat In front of Rodger* Quad on
weekend ol Fob 7-8 Incredible eentlmernel
raluel REWARD. Call 352-4319

SERVICES OFFERED

MM KAJePMAM WHERE S YOUR DATE?
BEUN-LEAVE ME ALONE 4 QET YOUR FACE
OUT OF THE SALAD' STAME CAN YOU TELL
US WHY? OtOteNEI THANX FOR EVERYTHING
YOU QUYS. I LOVE YOU WITH ALL MY HEART
4 SOUL BEST OF LUCK WITH EXAMSI 000
BLESS TawPJtlYfleOFOODt

1 10 3 female roommatea needed for Summer
88 hkce. large apt 2 Ml bathe, tumahed Cel
Dab al 353-8206.
2 lemelea daaperalely seeking a place to rent
for Fal ssmaeesr only Prefer 2 bedrooms Wl
sbueeese Pleeee eel 3541831 or 353-1000
Female roommate for summer to ahare 2
bedroom 2 bath apartment with pool. Cal
352-4828.

Taoo Bel Shufflers. Did we party and party
some more or what? How about the Faaeblaa
from Howard's even alter we beat the "new
machine' n the phn with an umbrae* Happy B
day Lynn KJeae* anyone? Love the "I sapped
on an Ice cube" Hamburger
Tha eaters ol Alpha Xi Data would eke to corv
gretulete Sara Myers on her Alpha Xi Sigma Chi
tavaaartng to Grant
WE WANT YOUIM Join the WE CARE TEAM
and be a Pre Reg volunteer this summer Stop
In 405 Student Services for more Info . or cal
372-2843

Loft Registration Forms
Awjlabls for Fall I Spring Sam. *M7Ca»
352-3838. Monday-Friday. 8-5
Loft Cons Iruchon

Cal SUSAN VAKICH
at 2-1420 and arteh
her a HAPPY Until
HAPPY BELATED BIRTHDAY I
Love ya' Leah and Susie

1 OR 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED FOR
6*67 SCHOOL YEAR CLOSE TO CAMPUS 2
BEDROOM FURMSHED APARTMENT LOW
RENT CALL CATHY AT 372-4807.

Qrad student needs room lor 1 SI live weak
summer session Cal or write Suzan Zettarman
(617) 286-6181, Adrian Coeege Box 7.
Adrian, Ml 48221
M or F note wanted for FM 1988 Spring
1887. 354-1388. after 7pm.
Dooporelety seeking one female roommate
tor Se-47 year to replace roommate iransferIng with mtle notlcs. Unlverelty Village Apartasset. Contact Suaan M 2-S30I
LOOKMQ FOR A FUN PLACE TO LIVE FOR
SCHOOL YEAR '$4471 2 lun t>v«vj girta seek
Ing a 3rd roommate A GREAT ALL furnished
Apt. eloee to campus CALL 372-4822 Kathy
or Pern al 372-4516 LOW RENT and a greel
atmoaphere
Need lemala roomraala to seSlisn aery nice
apt. tor June through August. Cal Ranee,
1SS-201I.

HELP WANTED
HAPPY 18TH BIRTHDAY

120 Counselor I Ineeuctor Poaalona A laatlll
PrMato Coed Summer Camp hi Pocono Mta .
Pa Contact
Cayuga. PO Box 234BG,
Keneworth. N J 07033 (201) 278-0108

KIM KOTMCK
HAVE A GREAT DAYI
LOVE. ANOIE

The BG News

.Classified Information.
Mail-In Form

DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication no later than 4 p.m.
(The BG News is not responsible tor postal service delays)
RATES: per ad are 60* per line. $1 80 minimum
50' extra per ad lor bold type.
Approximately 35-45 spaces per Hne.

ASSOCIATE MAflKETHQ HEP
rut ame stxnmer poeejona tor coaege eajdente
and other*. 17 26 storing rasa - hours fkntjla
No saMe or mktg. experience required Al ma
lor* may apply Fo TokMo-Ooweng Green am*
reeaJance For maanrlaw cat 472-7110.
CARE-BOSTON APEA. We have rneny
keiaaaa looking lor lovkig chtd cere workers
On* year committment, aaoalanl salary
Benefits round tip traneportaaon. Alone Fekch.
CMOcere Placement Service, t «S Bucknanater
fkj . Brookana. MA 02148 817-6684294.
CHBU}

Data Entry Wl tram
S4.00 par hour, eel today
1-471-1440 Job Exchange
Only lea $86 OO-adv -** into

621 E. MERRY 2 bdrm turn 4 persons, near
Oflenheuer nassonataa ratae 2 Una* aval
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
364-2260 or 362-6563

FOR SALE

APARTMENT FOR RENT FOR SUMMER
CLOSE TO CAMPUS SPACIOUS 2
BEDROOM APARTMENT CALL 354-8817

"77 Mustang New ara*. new brake*, new
radarkx Greet buy-Cel 363-6205.

Apartments for Summer and Fal
Preferred Propemee Co
Cal 352 9378
Avaaable lor summer 2 bdrm close to campue
Rent $255 NEGOTIABLE
Please cel
354-4004

1974 Black Opal FM stereo, caseette $400
Rune wal. Wa mat Cal Tom 372-1937

S16.040-S5»,230-

Bedrooms for summer 1 2 block trom campue
Furreahed. washer dryer Cal John after 4 pm.
354-0912

1B74 CUTLASS GOOD CONOtTION MUST
SELL" $326 OR BEST OFFER CALL DIANE
AT 352-22SO-TOOAY

Now Hatlg Cal 1 -805-887-6000 Ext R-BS49
lor current lederal asl
MarkeangRapiaaanlallia
Entry level, cal today
I 471 1440 Job Exchange
Only Fee $65 00 Adv Job Info

BRUCE SPRttOSTEEN WANTS THIS APT . but
■ you hurry. ■ could be yoursi Cut* 1 bdrm
evaaeme Jurat 1. * block from campue. rent
negoeable 372-2362-day. 352-8369 rwjnt

1977 Ford Grenade Need* work- $500 or
beat offer Steve. 372-1583
1979 Ponaac Suncwd AM FM Caaa.. new
•aa. dean body, good gas maaao*. 4 speed
Cal 372-5081 MUST SELL $1100 or beet ol
for

Food Server*
Victor-* Walerfront Cafe
now apoeptJiu appfcallon* for
kJ I pt -tane food aervera
Apply al our office bulking
4010 Cokjmbua Ave. Sendueky. OH 44870

ROCKLEDOE MANOR
1 avaaable. furrashed
2 bdrma . 2 bath*, daVwraaher
extra atoraoa. 4 persona
Comer of 6th IS Coaaga.
Cal John retwtove Real Eatate
354-2260

1979VWRabb«
Good condition
Cal 362-1480 after 6 p m or weekends

or Phone 826-6287
1982 Yamaha Seen 550 4300 meee BexTie
brand now Must Seel Flrat $1000. 364-5803,
Qua

MOBILE FOODSERVICE
Dynamic and nrooyeeewe Food conceeeion
Company seeks Individuals tor Manager* to
work SpacW Event* and laaavaai Growth
potential unameed Some travel requked Great
opportunity and run for Student* and
Graduating Seraora For Utervlew cal Mr ol
Mr*. Wabar (Cleveland
Ohio)
1-218-234-1611

2 AKC ragtamed miniature Schnauzen). For
more Intormaeon cal Kan 372-4292

76 VW Rabbi. Naao* brake work Beat offer.
muet eel enmilaaeaf.. 372-4941.

Programmer S22-27.0O0 per year
Hmng now. cal today
1-471 1440 Job Exchange
Only tee S85 oo-adv -*» Mo

Security OaaOaT $6-7 00 per hour
Wl train, cal now
1-471-1440 Job Exchange
Onty tea J66 OO-edv -|ob Mo

Summer Only. Meat and femare Costumed
Daavary People Nice sppeerance VERT
OUTQOtNO Good Pay Hours wa vary <M the
Beeoonmen 352-6081

Party Room
Cal 3529378

Larger man dorm-ette refrigerator for sale Ex
ceeenl conta*ori--S80.00 Cal 363-1904
evening*.

Perryeburg horn* 4 bedrooms 2 1-2 bath*
eS75--month Cal 874-2347

Montgomery Ward 16 Cubic foot compact
refrigerator $66. negotiable
Michelle.
372-4747
_^^

Studenta-Sava Money'
Mobs* home tor sale New carpeting A akaltng
Cal 362-0625 after 9pm
Tachrlca 35 watt receiver Exoeaent condition.
ae-noei brand new $60 3726808
Eaoort Radar Detector (with ell occeea) II »0
PeneaoMc stereo turntable, desk, radio (eH In
onet-JO watts par channel (2 speaker* mdudedl 1*0 or beet otter. Call AMR or Rob at
1S2-1S20 ext. 21$ or 217 attar 4 p.m. Leeve
phone nureber lo call yeu back.

Temporary Help Wsnted
Muet b* anaaaflls August 20
Appry at Kmko'a
326 E. Wooeter

DOWN
t • .'. ir, i»t*

2 "auvor

1 bdrm apt*, tor May t August. OkJer tan In
qjat neighborhood Some with nraptaca* 1 yr.
kaaae $210-220.00. 352-6992 Crazy
■chadual. If no anewer day*, cal after 9pm.
1 man and female roommate needed tor apt
next year. $575 • semester Cal Todd 2-5726
or 2-6229.

3 Man '*.,-■

■OKC
1 P'*Kit>iC«

4 P«.r>"a>- > t»l
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Two bedroom furreahed apt* for Fal.
352-2663
Vet-Manor Apartments
Vacancy for Fal. 4 girls students
f*ce
•ccommodations-qulot place lo study
362-2668.

to i . ■■*-*.»Mot feOon
14 Co*V*nerwj

Efficiency Now Renting lor Fal
1 Of 2 semester lease, luey fumiehed
al utatiee paid Including color TV.
•nth cable S285 month Phone
354-3182 or 362-1520 Evenings

-HOUSE FOR RENT- 304 E Court St.. 1
upstairs apt -2 bedroom: 1 downstairs apt.-4
bedroom. Reduced rent tor aummer. Cal
1-026-1934.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

nindt*eOSe«l

SUMMER RENTALS
1 • 2 br turn apt* on 3rd SI. FREE AIR CON
LXTIONINO. water, sewer etc Reduced ratae
VERY REASONABLE.
FALL SPRING 88-87
2 br. una* at 800 3rd St. * 824 6th St Owner
pay* tor AC on 3rd St and tor water, sewer I
heet both locations Limited Openings
Cat 352 5153 days. 352-4966 eves

FOR RENT

Toledo* newest nightclub raetaurant want*
your axpenence DJ'a. wall-atari, kitchen heap,
bartendera * Itoorwakar* Apply In paraon.
a* Oly Doardwali, 27820 E Broadway.
Moane, OH, 43465. 638-7826.

If A +*.t~j.ri.
It •>*•«*»

Need sobleeeers for Summer Very reeaonebla,
wa pay securay deposit Cal Mary or Jut*
353-2224

as II True You Can Buy Jeepe lor $44 through
the US government? Get the fact* today' Cal
1-312-742-1142 Ext 1794

Stereo cabinet Evenings 352-1 220

Summer bbe m Cleveland Otao Pubec Intereet
Campaign One's leading cmzene lobby ha*
summerM poaSkina open on Its Economic
Environmental Campaign staff. Starting salary
S720-mo For interview or Information cel
(2161861-6200

Houses 8 Apt* tor 66-87 school year
Smah-Bogga Rentals Office 532 Manvaa. rear
352-9467 between 12-4.

For Sate: Stereo $275. one bed loft $35.
couch $16. Oaf Tracy 372-2091. altar S. OH
3544902.

Reeort Hotels. CnJa* Unoe I Amuaemant
Park* at* now ecceptmg aprjecettona lor
emmuyinenll To receive an aDcecetlon and kv
forrnatlon, wrke Tounam IfaaaTiefOH Servtoee.
P 0 Box 7881 Hoton Heed taland. SC 29938

liwo-oc -»o*iw
■6 WMOons to
CNU>

Funlohed epertment 1 or 2 persona AC
AvalapleMay 15. Cal 354-1 723 evenings

BKE FOR SALE
WOMEN'S USED BIKE IN FAJRLY GOOD CONDtTION -10 SPEED- $20 OR BEST OFFER
CALL JENNtFEH AT 363-4904.

Pubsc naanona Director
128.832-31.032 par year, cat today
1-471-1440 Job Exchange
Onty tee .85 OO-edv -|otj Mo

U (UxOfu

Funashed lower duplex lor 4
Fixtashad upper duplex lor 3
Summer S FM
Phone 352-0839

Baby Ferrets
$30.00 each
Phone 686-7452

Part Brno help wented Workthruhome Earn up
lo >500 per month or mote Cel 353 7481

I J I* ft«t«

Cozy Homiliaati for rant that aummer Perfect
tor too $450 low. no utatiee Furntahad.
Located 3rd I Manvate 354-3009

A frame Ml wan carpeted sidsboarda $80 00
or beet offer Pleeee cal Sheey at 352-6321 or
372-4742.

Now taking appacaaoia I twlng energetic,
hardworking tor ber poaltone end Ikxx poenone
ot Buttons Apply daey after 6 p m exceot Monday*

-'■:

Carty Rentals
2 bdrm apt tor 3-4 students
1 bdrm. houee. 12 mo. loose starting In May
Phone 352-7365

3 loot oorm-sOe refrigerator with working
traaier Cceasiil condakxi $126. A*k lor
Etabath or Kathy 372-3673.

Need energetic, ethueweoc and caravj people
to set the Neoon's No 1 heath product*. You
am reeding the opportunity of YOUR Harm.
Cal 362 9511 for Interview

t^OtTVaK.

CARTY RENTALS
Apt* -Houeee- Room*
Summer Bentaas 3 mo lenses
Phone 352-7365

1983 Surukl GR 850 Bought new 5-85
3.300 meea Cxcaaant shape Beet offer
362-7284.

H«r4 ky IfWr MklMl Jaffr

Please print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish It to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear In bold type)

5 bedroom houee near campus
FOR SUMMER
362-6822

ig73 Olds Data 88 Convertible v 8. el back
on white. This Is the 80 RkJe. Don't max It
61200 or beet offer 354-5603. Qua

y-

ACAOU
1 S*V"9

(For bMing purposes only)

2 bedroom tuneahed apartments *600 aummer. incajdee tree movie channel and central Mr
i. 362-2683

CLEVELAND AREA RESIDENTS
Fid am* aummer help wanted
$7 25 to Mart Several Openings
Al motors conekjered
miervkvwa held Friday May
9. 10. J 12 Cal

CftUtSESMPS MRUNES. HMNG!
Summer. Career. Ovaraaaal Call lor
GuUe.Ceeaeae, Newaaervtoa gi8-944-4444
eat

NOTICE: The BG News will not be responsible tor error due to illegibility or incomplete Information. Please
come to 214 West Hall immediately if there is an error in your ad The BG News will not be
responsible for typographical errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive Insertions.

.Phone#

2 bedroom fumiehed apartments
Summr- Liaill Onty
362-7464

7850015

VVCrWaVa COUPLE NEED ASSISTANCE ON
SATURDAYS WITH HOUSECLEANINQ. LAUNDRY AND nOMNQ MUST HAVE TRANSPOR
TATION S4-HR. CALL 354-1021 AFTER 8

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM

2 bedroom furnieried apartments
649 Sbrth St S4SO-mo psja alec
362-9457 between 12-4pm

Want to eee the Big Apple?
I'm s 1985 BO Qrad whoee year a* a Mother's
Helper In ma New York aree a up It you're ntereated bi bang my replacement cat Maty
fat 914-238-6266

Computer Trainee
$7 50- 1 2 50 per nr . eel now
1-471-1440 Job EJtchange
Onty foe Se6.00-Ktv.~iob Info

GOvtnNMENT JOBS

•2 BEDflOOM-FURN 1 IINFURN •
•PRP/ATE SLEEPING, ROOMS'
Meror lltaeee 4 Cable TV Furn
One he« Block Oft Campos
CALL TOM
Mon.-Frl 7 AM Noon 362-4673
Everwxj I wkend 362-1600
USING SCU MODEL LEASE

FACTORY WORKER IIOO-t+OOR
CAM TOOAY, NOW MaaaaW
1 471 1440 Job Exchange
Only fee Ses.OO-adv -Job Mo.

CIMCAL SOCIAL V¥0nrU3»8^XX^»SELJNG
PSVCHOLOGISTS (Uceneeeble regwnel comrrxnay manW fiaath earner wan a focus ot earvtoaa to laiiln I craWran Has opportunity lor
canlcal poeajon at tne. Fridkry. OH sits Oppor
turaaae lor out patient. iinneHeaaHin, aiakaaWi.
•noveave Ireetment progrema 1 outdoor adven
■4* education programming Saaartes from
• 17.0OO-2B.00O*
S22,00O32.800 reepecavery with exoai. ir
mga banana Sand via to Program Super
vteer. PO Box 6263. Una. OH 46804. An
EOE

PREPAYMENT is required tor all non-university related business and individuals.

Name
Address
Social Security # or Account #

ACTIVtSTS
Th* Onto Pubic Maraat Campaign. Ohto*
■rgaat 4 moat oucceeetul oonaumar 4 envkonmental lobby tiae rxxneroua aummer 1 ti»
tane poeMons a slstll SaeMng energetic
women 4 man Interested In working tor envtrontnental ixoaacajon-oonaol of toxic hazards
1 ewere-e I utaty rat* reform $180 wk to
aasrt Cal 241-9093 for interview appt
Noon-6pm. Mf.

w to wuv.oui •uzai
mnn Mpjnnn iiur.n,
ii ii tf.i i lf.iiaji w.i rminit
Itlltll I II II11II I III I I
lllllll : li II I il'iJ.i i i
IIummi inj.iir.iii

V el Manor Annex
A* cond -quot pace to study tor 5 (an*. Summer School 362-2868
I KOMOOal FURNISHED APARTMENT,
AVAJLA91E FOR 8947 SCHOOL YEA*.
CLOSJE TO CAMPUS, 1175 PER PERSON PER
aTJKSTER WITH 4 PEOPLE. CABLE TV AND
MCOIaaTIONaM INCLUDED. CALL SOONI
172-Jtaa CARRIE Oft 172:17*6: KELLY
ONI t aORH. APT. LEFT FOR THE SCHOOL
YEAR S947. ALL UTK.ITIEI EXCEPT ELEC.
ARE IHClllOED. ALSO HAS A.C., STORAGE
FACIL-, AND LAUNORV FACK_ RENT is $171
PER SCM. WtTH 4 PEOPLE. FOR MORE INFO
CALL Tea AT BUFF APARTMENTS. 112-7112
AFTER!
SUILE

Tana Hat

I till 111
I'll 11 *J | ] ]
lonuii ii'.iiiii
until

MANSION

FOR

tumloho* house. Available
From May II to August IS
campus. Cat I72-6S24, price

I

ii.ii in iir.iiiiiii MIIMII
mini iti.iiiii i.niiiitii
Jllllltl.Haf.l lllllill
11(1(11 III IIIMIMII
nilIIIItn it in iiiniii
mni.i r.ii.i.'ir.rf.i limn
K.1PHI lllllillm 1.1 IIin

ThursOn Manor Apartment*
Fiey Carpeted. Air CorxJtloned
Car*. TV. Fumiehed Efficiency 1
Laundry FecaWee Appsceoons tor
Summer and Fal at 451 Thuraan Av*
Across from Offenhauer Towers
362-6436

• is-as

)4 0"*vf

LE

Greet location 1 block trom campus Four hupaj
bedroom*, big kitchen, great lor parties' You
have to aee It to bsieve III Cel 352-3086 Go
•vj teat CHEAPI

W **rtO«-VQ0-t PK»
•*••• EhtfOQd
39 AwVIO't on*
• ' Cou»", Ol
•%

«."L1«',

Al A'-XtlM i**«t*

Classification In which you wish your ad to appear:

4] <4 eV

Wanted
Campus • City Events*
_
Help Wanted
Lost A Found
_
For Sale
PJdea
_
For Rant
Service* Offefad
_
Personals
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